
WiRE Network  
Leaders Guide

Tips, notes & expertise
ON  HOW  T O  MA K E  Y O U R  W I R E  N E TWO R K  R O C K !



ABOUT 
WIRE NETWORKS

Network groups are run by WiRE member 

volunteers not franchisees; there is no 

payment involved (apart from what you 

chose to set as the meeting cost) and costs 

are kept low for networkers  

FREE WiRE membership while you are 

running network meetings (we do ask you 

to join WiRE first, then an extra year added 

when you step down). 

WiRE Networks are all different; we actively 

encourage network leaders to stamp their 

personality on the group; you know what 

the area & businesses need better than us. 

WiRE networks are open to all women in 

business regardless of how long they have 

been in business or what type of business 

they run & we don’t have a one business 

per sector/type policy.

Network leaders are free to choose the 

topics, timings and focus of their group.  

WiRE support and help the group to set up, 

we provide a network web page (which is 

highly ranked), an event booking system 

and ongoing support. 

We actively encourage Network Leaders to 

use the network for PR and to promote 

their own business. 

We only ask you to send your meeting sign 

in sheet so that we can follow up and 

convince people to join WiRE..  N O M A D I C   |   2 4

WiRE Networking isn’t just about swapping 

business cards; it is about support, inspiration 

and building relationships. 

WiRE Network leaders believe that networking 

provides vital support for women in business, 

they believe that networking is the best way to 

support businesses, share skills and get away 

from the desk – but don’t particularly want a 

business card based network; WiRE is definitely 

not that, we are warm, welcoming and non- 

scary. 

WiRE Network Groups are friendly and 

welcoming, full of inspirational women sharing 

skills and helping each other to be successful in 

business.  

KEY FACTS...

JUST TWO RULES

1) Network leaders must be members of WiRE 

and they must let people know that WiRE is a 

membership organisation, so they must join 

WiRE to continue networking. It encourages 

commitment and it is our only source of income.  

2) Have Fun! Running a WiRE Network is 

challenging but it does boost your confidence, 

your contacts and your business profile and it is 

great fun.



ABOUT BEING WIRE NETWORK LEADER

WiRE members - as a WiRE member you will understand the benefits of being part of the 

WiRE Network. 

Self Employed - as a business woman yourself you will be able to understand the needs 

and issues of other women in business. 

Willing to put in the time - our volunteer Network Leaders generally spend between 7-14 

hours per month on the networks plus attending the network meeting. 

Good organisers - you will be juggling the running of the network as well as running your 

business; there is the website to update, speakers and venues to organise and enquiries to 

deal with.   

Good networkers - many women in business lack confidence, you'll need enthuse about 

networking, connect, collaborate and encourage the group to use each other’s products 

and services, share information and skills and recommend each other.  

Confident with technology – at least enough to use social media, email, web, and 

disseminate news and thoughts between network meetings.  

Happy meeting people - an enjoyment and interest in people is fundamental, when you 

start a new network your will need to attract lots of new people to it and delve into your 

own network to keep the network vibrant and effective.  

Good at getting the message across – communication is the life blood of a network.  You 

will need to ensure the website is regularly updated with meeting dates, using technology 

to convey the vibrancy, effectiveness and quality of the network to encourage more 

business women to get involved.  

Self-motivated – although WiRE is here to offer the framework, support, advice, ideas,

mentoring, information and resources to Network Leaders, It is up to the Network Leader to 

take the network forward and make it happen. 

Resourceful – all WiRE networks need to be sustainable and self-funding as there is no 

funding available. This can be challenging so having a good network of contacts, being able 

to think out of the box and on your feet is crucial (you do this as a businesswomen 

anyway!).  

Dedicated and enthusiastic – this is a voluntary role so it is important that you really believe 

in WiRE, the importance of what we do and very importantly enjoy it! You will be seen as 

our local representative. WiRE networks and the members have the opportunity to benefit 

by being part of WiRE and the reputation that we have built.                                   
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WIRE NETWORK LEADERS ARE:



ENCOURAGING WIRE MEMBERSHIP
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It is important that meeting attendees 

understand that WiRE Local Networks are an 

integral part of WiRE and their Local WiRE 

Network is one of the benefits of 

membership. Everyone who attends the 

meetings must join WiRE as an individual 

and they will receive all the other benefits of 

being a WiRE member. Guests may attend 

two meetings before being required to join. 

Membership is just £50 per year 

(considerably lower than other networks) 

and people can join very easily online 

(www.wireuk.org/join-wire).  

We ask that Network Leaders provide a sign 

in sheet (attendance list) for each meeting 

for attendees to complete with contact 

details, email, name and business. The 

attendance list should be sent to WiRE after 

each meeting, either by email attachment or 

post. WiRE will contact all potential 

members with details of Member benefits 

and how to join. 

WIRE MEMBER BENEFITS:
Listing in our “search optimised” online 

Marketplace, member profiles often 

appear higher than their own website in 

Google rankings 

Reduced rate at network meetings and 

national conference 

Contribute to the regular WiREMail         

e-newsletter sharing news, information, 

events, offers and advice which is 

distributed to our database of 6,000 

Submit blogs and information articles for 

increased online profile 

Promotional & marketing opportunities  

Being part of the vibrant and varied WiRE 

community and raising the profile of all 

women in business nationally 

As a female business owner, I wouldn’t be 

without WiRE. Not only does WiRE offer 

amazing value for money, but the support I 

receive is invaluable to my personal development 

and that of my business. 

www.taobusinesssolutions.co.uk 

What they say about WiRE...



ENCOURAGING GOOD NETWORKING
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... this is the sort of feedback you'll receive
I joined WIRE last month and was so nervous. The group was lovely I felt so welcomed and everyone 
was genuine and friendly. I highly recommend the group to anyone starting or thinking about starting 
on their own as it is great to be surrounded by such powerful and positive women. 

Encourage generosity - networking is more give than take. An atmosphere which 

encourages networkers to suggest somebody who can help if they can’t, to search for 

solutions and advise readily, to recommend and to promote others makes for good 

business; which is good for everybody 

Encourage respect - integrity and authenticity are everything in networking. Everybody is 

important, everybody has something to say, everybody should feel welcome. WiRE 

Networks have a zero tolerance policy on business card spraying, email spamming, using 

the networks to recruit agressively and making disagreements public on social media.  

Encourage “networking on” promoting and connecting in wider networks and outside 

the group. Celebrating successes within and outside the group and telling everybody 

about it. 

Encourage everyone to contribute to the meeting and take part, to put their hands up 

and get involved. It will boost networkers confidence and their business profiles while 

ensuring the network remains vibrant and exciting. 

Encourage commitment - stress the main point of attending meetings is to build 

relationships; not just to hear the speaker and sell. What people get out of a network 

depends a lot on what they put in. Networkers should cherish it, nourish it, and attend

regularly. 

Encourage relationships not a hard sell (sometimes the network marketing franchises 

can be guilty of this). Great WiRE networkers concentrate on their skills, experiences and 

motivations; they know the sale comes later when the customer knows and trusts you.



FINANCES
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Money

Meeting Fees

Network Leaders are responsible for the finances of the network, managing the attendance fees and 

paying for venues. Most networks do make a small profit throughout the year, this can be donated to 

charity (great PR opportunity), used to fund a special event or put towards group resources. If you don’t 

want to keep the network money in a box under the bed, we recommend that groups set up a 

Community Account. There is an explanation here www.resourcecentre.org.uk/information/bank- 

accounts-for-community-and-voluntary-organisations/#accounts  

The cost you set for each meeting is up to you, but should always cover the costs of the venue/ 

refreshments. WiRE Member fees should be less than non-members e.g. £5 and £7.50 this encourages 

membership and helps ensure the group is sustainable. 

We want to ensure that Networks survive & continue giving business support regardless of external 

intervention. Meeting costs (venue, refreshments, speakers), must to be covered by the fees taken at the 

meeting. WiRE doesn't cover costs of holding network meetings for two reasons 1) with 60 networks we 

would soon run out of funds and 2) networks won't be sustainable if they rely on external funding. 

Nearly all groups have problems with this at some point, don’t take it personally. The most important 

thing is that you cover the cost of the venue – if you book for 15 and only 5 turn up the coffers soon run 

dry. There are some things to try: 

  - Be clear about how the groups work; that they are not funded and that the group relies on accurate   - 

numbers to survive. Keep repeating the message! 

  - Explain to new networkers when they first attend 

  - Use either the WiRE Payment system (book and pay online – we will then pay you by invoice) or the 

Eventbrite link 

Networkers not turning up

Sponsors
Commercial partnership or sponsorship from larger firms gives your network a solid financial base + 

shows that the Network is respected and a worthwhile investment. You don’t have to seek it out but if 

somebody offers – snap their hand off! We have a special arrangement for sponsors . More info here 

www.wireuk.org/business-partners/  any sponsorship money (less £50 membership to cover the admin) 

will come directly to the network to spend as you wish. 



NETWORK MANAGEMENT
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Joint Leadership

Involvement

We hope Network Leaders will share the responsibilities of running the network with other members of 

the group as this helps the sustainability of the group and shares the load. Joint running of network 

groups with 2 leaders sharing responsibility works well and both receive free membership. 

It is important to give members ownership of the group, get them involved and make them feel valued. 

  - Ask members what they want from the group. 

  - Share ownership and use skills of all members; as speakers, mentors and for advice. 

  - Ask for volunteers to carry out specific tasks; taking the money, welcoming new visitors. 

  - Encourage participation by all members so everyone feels valued & involved. 

Network Leaders are expected to lead the group for at least 12 months, although you can stay as long 

as you like. By the time you step down we hope that there will be someone else to take over.  

  - As soon as you have decided to step down let your group know, with as much time as possible 

  - Let the group know that someone needs to volunteer to take over the group or it will cease. 

  - Look out for possible members to take over the group. Anyone who is interested should to contact 

WiRE HQ. They will be sent an information pack and an application form to explain what is involved in 

running a WiRE network. We will take over the process from then, but you may need a handover 

meeting  

  - If no one comes forward to lead the network from within the group, WiRE will contact members in 

the area to see if anyone is interested. 

  - It may be that meetings stop for a while but eventually somebody steps up and all your hard work in 

getting the group started will not have been lost. 

Succession

Resourses
This is an online library for Network Leaders. Here you can find all sorts of useful information:   forms, 

document templates, newsletters, WiRE presentations, posters, website instructions and WiRE logos. If 

there is anything you think we need to add just let us know. Resources are on the Network Leader page 

on the website. 



NETWORK MEETING FACTS
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Venues

Format

Warm, quirky, friendly and supporting local independent businesses, is a good place to start. Ease of 

parking is always a bonus and if the meeting is to be held in the evening parking should be nearby and

well lit.   

Some groups use the same venue each month, others move each meeting; there are no strict rules, 

but same place, same time, same date seems to ensure numbers stay strong. 

Obviously cost needs to be taken into account, flexible venues which just charge for who turns up are 

better (nothing worse than booking for 15 and only 5 turning up!). 

Some examples of venues WiRE groups have used are: village hall, pub, independent hotel, community 

venues, farm shop, local café, accountant’s office, B&B’s etc.  A quirky venue can even help to attract 

people to the meeting.  

WiRE aims to be inclusive and involve business women with different needs.  Please consider different 

requirements when choosing a venue (e.g. hearing loop, easy access etc.) or be prepared to be flexible 

on the venue if attendees have special requirements. 

Any time that is best for you is fine but 10am – 2pm and 6.00pm - 9.30pm seem to fit best into WiRE 

member’s busy day.  The least favoured time is breakfast meetings! 

It is important that WiRE groups work together and complement each other in an area. Try not to 

clash with other networking opportunities in the area. 

We recommend a 2 hour meeting held once a month, usually a regular date (third Tuesday of the 

month). It really helps regular attendees to schedule meetings for a six month period (at least the 

dates) so that people can diarise in advance. 

Networks don't usually meet in August (it's just too busy and often have a special session in December.  

A typical meeting may be: 

  - Welcome, member introductions (1 minute each) 

  - News/achievements/tasks from last session 

  - Speaker (usually about30 mins) or Member Spotlight 

  - Networking 

Timing



MORE NETWORK MEETING FACTS
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Speakers

Golden rules...

There is always lots of skills and experience within the network so looking inwards is a good place to 

start. Members can either talk about their experiences of starting or growing a business or share their 

specific skills (social media, accounting etc.). Encouraging members to speak improves their 

confidence and their commitment to the group. 

Talks should be mainly business focused and shouldn't be an explicit sales pitch. Although the 

opportunity to talk about your business may result in business, this is not the main purpose, this comes 

naturally when a relationship has been established.  

Local businesses may offer to speak (lawyers, consultants,  banks etc.) they don't have to be members 

and men are always welcome to speak. But DON'T pay them! It's an advertising opportunity for them, 

considerably cheaper than a piece in a local paper. Again the talk should be about skills or information 

not selling 

Other Local WiRE Network Leaders are always happy to share information and speakers and will often 

speak if you suddenly have a gap, see the WiRE Network Leaders Facebook page or contact them 

directly. Finally if you are really scraping the barrel, we (WiRE HQ) are happy to come and talk to 

networks but with 70 networks nationally, we do need plenty of notice. 

WiRE Networks are for members only 

Visitors and guests may attend up to 2 meetings before joining WiRE. 

Stress (every meeting) that you are a volunteer and have a busy business life. 

Stress that booking and not turning up is a no-no, it threatens the success of the group. 

WiRe Networks are for women only (with the exception of speakers by invitation).  

Network guests are expected to give a brief introduction of themselves and their business at every 

meeting for the benefit of new members and visitors, even if networkers have done this many times 

before it is still valuable.  

Each meeting includes plenty of informal time for members to network  

Members are encouraged to attend meetings of other Local WiRE Networks and make use of the 

other WiRE Member benefits. 

Take time to celebrate each others achievements since the last meeting 

The Attendance List should be completed by all networkers (and written clearly!) then returned to 

us at WiRE HQ after each meeting. We will contact visitors and expired members to let them know

they must join to continue networking. 



WIRE WEBSITE
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Your Network Online

Editing the Network Page

The WiRE Website is designed to be very SEO friendly. We work really hard to make sure that it 

performs well in the search engines; it has hundreds of links and is updated multiple times on a daily 

basis. Member profiles on the website often appear higher in the search engines than their own 

website and searching for “women in business network” in a given area brings up the WiRE network 

page usually in the top position. 

Each network has its own page (e.g. www.wireuk.org/networks/cannock-wire-network) and it makes 

sense to use your network page as an advert, to get people along to your group and to promote 

members businesses. Network pages are 100% editable and you have control over the content. 

Keeping the page updated will bring people to your network and because we are happy for you to add 

your own business profile potentially brings you more business as well. 

Network and member administration is in the same place. To login to the network leader area go to 

www.wireuk.org/account and login with your member details (sent when you joined). Your username is 

your email address and we can change your password if you have forgotten it. 

As a Network leader you will see some extra options on the Members’ page, called Network Admin. 

Here you can: 

-  Edit the page content to tell people about you, the network, the meetings and your own business 

-  Add or change the header image (about 750 pixels) 

-  Add Social Media Links 

-  Add events, check on visitor bookings, download event booking spreadsheet 

-  Add news and blogs 

Please do keep your network page and events up to date, most new people 

find you via the WiRE Website. Keeping the page updated means that your 

page SEO will be better,  people will find you more easily and it shows the 

world just how dynamic and busy the WiRE network is. 



 EVENT MANAGEMENT
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Adding an Event

Booking and Payment

1. Choose Add Event on the right of the screen. 

2. Follow the form setting the time and the date from the dropdowns and choose your County and 

your network again from the dropdowns.  

3. If you are adding multiple events which are the same time/venue, create one event then instead of 

Add, next time choose Copy and all the fields will auto fill. 

4. If you want to add a Google map add your venue postcode and click on the location that it finds. 

You can add 4 types of events by ticking various boxes, all show on the WiRE Events page, on your 

network page and on the home page inthe week that they are scheduled. 

The options are as follows: 

1. Tick no boxes 

Event created but no payment or booking online; basically an advert so please make sure you add 

contact/booking details. 

2. Tick booking but no other boxes 

Event created and booking online option displayed but a "pay on door” note is added automatically. 

Network leader will get an email notification when somebody books and can download a spreadsheet 

of guests. 

3. Tick Booking and Payment 

Event created and guests pay online when they book. There is no cost to the network leader but 

payment goes to WiRE (websites can only link to one merchant account) so you must invoice us to 

recoup the income. Again you will get a notification when somebody books and can download a 

spreadsheet of guests. 

4. Add EventBrite Link 

This simply takes delegates directly to your EventBrite listing for booking and paying. You should set up 

your EventBrite in advance and use it to download guest list. Do make sure you are charging enough to 

cover the fees. 



EVENT ADMINISTRATION
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Managing Guests

Click Download Bookings for a spreadsheet of all guest and to create a sign in sheet If you’re not 

seeing the ‘Download Bookings’ link, this is because you haven’t got any bookings yet). The 

spreadsheet shows contact details and whether or not the delegate is a WiRE member (if they 

haven't logged in they will show as a non-member). 

If you make any changes to the event e.g. location or time, already booked delegates won’t 

automatically get notified – you’ll need to contact each of them.  

You can’t cancel an event listing on the website once it has delegates booked. If you want to take an 

event with bookings off the website, set the date of the event to a date in the past – it then won’t be 

visible in the events listings (remember to let the delegates know). 

To help you know who is and isn’t a member there is a downloadable membership card in the 

member area to show at networks (printed or on a phone). It is rarely used at the moment but if 

you choose to ask people to show a card at your network, it will soon become the norm.

give each event a unique name with the name of the network, the month and the topic e.g. 

January Cornwall WiRE Network Meeting – Tax for the confused, it makes meetings easier to find 

make sure you get the member and non-member costs the right way around

Top Tips



SOCIAL MEDIA
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Network Facebook Pages & Twitter

Using Social Media for your WIRE network is a great way to provide information, offer support, connect 

members, signpost and allow networking in-between meetings. 

Fewer groups have a separate Twitter account for the Network Group; most use their own business 

account and use the @WiREUK to but you are welcome to set up a Twitter account. The same 

guidelines apply. 

Networks are encouraged to set up their own Facebook Page or Group. We have a guide book (which 

we will also send to you) if you need it but here are a few suggestions: 

Add your Network Facebook and Twitter profiles/pages to your network page on the WiRE Website. 

If you are using Facebook to manage your events please also duplicate the information on your 

network page (people find lots of click thru’s annoying). 

Make sure that is obviously WIRE and the mission of the page/group is clearly visible (supporting 

women on their business journey).  

Either Public or Closed Facebook Groups are fine (your choice) but always monitor requests to join 

and moderate all comments and news postings. 

When you have set up your Facebook please let us know or invite WiRE to “Join” your group or Like 

your page. We’re not stalking but it is always useful to for us to follow local info (and like + 

comment). 

Most groups ask new joins to introduce themselves on Facebook, it makes the pages more vibrant 

and helps networking face to face. 

No public disagreements or spats – if anything feels like it is getting out of hand please contact us 

before it goes too far. 

Don’t get too attached, eventually you will step down as Network Leader and will have to pass over 

the admin rights to the next team. 

Keep an eye on the Private Network Leaders Page; all network leaders are invited and can 

participate in best  

Follow WiRE on Social Media

Facebook: Page facebook.com/WiREUKBusiness and Group facebook.com/groups/WiREUK 

Twitter: @WiREUK and Twitter Hour every Tuesday 7-8pm #WiREHour 

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/company/wire 

Instagram: instagram.com/wirenetworking



PROMOTING YOUR NETWORK
Everybody's Responsibility

Most new members hear about WiRE through word of mouth.  The whole network should work as a 

team to promote the group and bring in new members. Encourage members to tell everyone about 

WiRE and to bring friends and contacts to the meetings. If everyone is networking on behalf of the 

group, there will be a constant stream of new attendees.  

Work closely with other WiRE networks in your region; publicise each other’s meetings, do a joint 

meeting or set up a mailing list to share news and information. Members can attend as many 

groups as they like (have time for) so working collaboratively and closely with other groups gives 

members a better experience. 

Make contact with local business support organisations; Councils, Business Hubs, WFU, Chamber of 

Commerce, other business networks etc. they are useful contacts to speak, promote and signpost 

relevant people to WiRE networks.  

WiRE can provide promotional material if you want to attend local business exhibitions or shows. 

They are time consuming but allow you to meet potential members face to face and promote WiRE 

locally. Network Leaders are encouraged to promote their own and local WiRE members businesses 

at these events. 

Facebook promoted posts 

Twitter general tweets, follow local newspaper 

editors to promote stories about members 

Take part in  Twitter #Hours 

Free radio stations are always looking for 

interviewees 

Free ‘What’s on’ sections in local press 

Meet Up (www.meetup.com) 

Local Freebie, Micro and Parish Magazines 

(don’t discount these, many people flick 

through them at the dentist!) 

Local Newspapers and Radio 

On and Offline promotion targets: 

a special event for women in business

inspirational guest speaker  

WiRE member success stories 

local and community interactions 

collaborations or new business as a result of 

networking  

local initiatives involving women in business 

network charity donations

special networking events 

What is news?

Journalists are looking for things their readers 

or listeners will find interesting, amusing or 

useful. A few ideas to gain some press inches:



REGULATIONS AND FINANCE
Data Protection

WiRE is covered by the Harper Adams University data protection policy. In accordance with this policy

we are unable to freely distribute member’s contact details.  We can provide Network Leaders with a 

list of members in their area and their membership status on request. Please do not hesitate to 

contact us if you would like to check if someone has joined – or check on the Rural Marketplace.

Any costs or expenses  

Any loss of business, contracts or goodwill  

Any loss of or damage persons or to personal items occurring at Local WiRE meetings 

WiRE/HAU do not offer or give any legal advice to any member of WiRE, neither do they make 

representations or warranties about accuracy, completeness or suitability for any purpose of the 

information that is provided. All liability howsoever arising for any such inaccuracies or errors, is 

expressly excluded to the fullest extent permitted by law. 

Disclaimer
Each Local WiRE Network group is responsible for its own activities, operations and liabilities and 

should not discriminate on any grounds against any other member of the group or public. 

Under no circumstances shall WiRE/HAU be liable to the group, for:  

Code of Conduct
This is a voluntary code of conduct and it is enforced by the group themselves. WiRE can help in

awkward situations. 

Members must respect other people’s views and ideas  

Members must be tolerant and not be judgemental  

Must be aware of others feelings and not impose their views on others  

All members are responsible for their own actions  

All members are responsible for making their own business decisions  

Any information given in confidence is at members own risk 



MORE REGULATIONS AND FINANCE 
Insurance

WiRE Network Leader volunteers are fully covered under Harper Adams University insurance. This 

coverage is only in their capacity as volunteers and does not extend into the volunteer's business 

(whether that be self-employment or a business owned by that person). 

WiRE members are not covered by the college insurance - unless acting as volunteers in some capacity 

(such as being a Network Leader). They are covered by HAU public liability insurance as members of the 

public.   

It is very unlikely that the networks will receive taxable funds and in the majority, if not all cases, WiRE 

does not envisage that the network accounts will be an onerous task. There are a few pointers here: 

Keeping Accounts

Simple Network accounts should to be maintained to show the income received and the expenses 

that a network incurs.  

WiRE networks are usually operated for the benefit of its members or for a wider public good so 

would not normally fall under any tax legislation. 

There are some instances where funds received may be taxable, so it is important to keep records of 

all funds received and monies spent.   

Any day-to-day running expenses of the network should be met from the funds collected from the 

network members (subscriptions or meeting fees).  

Such expenses could be a hire of a venue, refreshments, speaker, food, leaflets etc. These would be 

outside of the scope of any taxable accounts but should still be recorded in the accounts. 

If a surplus of funds is available, WiRE recommends that the surplus is spent on the running expenses 

of the network; speakers, leaflets, a charitable donation or special event. 

As the network is a non profit making organisation it should not be normal practice to operate with a 

large surplus of funds. 

Should you wish to open a bank account, we recommend a "Community Account" please see the 

earlier finance section.

Generally HMRC do not tax small scale events which raise funds for charity. Guidance on this can be 

obtained here: gov.uk/government/publications/charity-fundraising-events-exemptions 


